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Abstract -The paper reports a joint investigation of the failure
modes and levels of incandescent lamps ("light bulbs")
exposed to surges occurring in low-voltageAC powersystems.
Tests were performed in one European laboratory and in one
U.S. laboratory on typical 100-W bulbs used in the two
environments, the North American 120-V systems, and the
230-V European systems. Through complementary tests and
high-speed video observation of the flashes, more detailed
understanding of the parameters has been obtained. Having
determined what it takes to fail a light bulb by a surge, this
information can be used to assess the surge environment by
noting that ftequent bulb failuresdo not occur,thereforesurges
above the failure threshold must be inftequent.

1. Introduction

Someproposals for standardson equipmentsurge immunityor
on performance of surge-protectivedevices are driven by the
commendablequest for conservative ratings. However, when
this quest produces compounded safety factors, the result
might not be cost-effective. The purpose of our paper is to
present information on the failure mechanisms and levels of
incandescent lamps ("light bulbs" or "bulbs" for short) under
surge conditions, in support of the development of realistic
standards on the surge environment in low-voltage ac power
systems. Since we do not hear reports of endemic failure of
light bulbs beyond what can be expected from their known
service life [I], we must conclude that the reality is that there
is not a high rate of occurrence of line-to-neutral surges at
levels in excess of the threshold voltage at which bulb failure
occurs.

The concept of applying reality checks to standards on the
surge environmenthas been presented in earlierpapers [2], [3],
producing discussions on what the mechanism of bulb failure
might be and how repeatable test results might be to define a
representative threshold. This interest motivated further
research into the subject at a U.S. laboratory where the initial
measurements were made and at an Austrian laboratory for
possible replication.

Therefore, we embarked on a systematic comparison where
bulb specimens and test methods would be identical in the
two laboratories. The test bulbs were taken ftom two shared
batches, a 120-V type manufactured in Canada, and a 230-V
type manufacturedin Europe. Each laboratory planned to use
a "Combination Wave" surge generator to apply the surges to
the bulbs under similar conditions.

As it turned out, the test equipment available in the two
laboratories were not identical, so that some unavoidable
differences crept into the initial plan of exact replication.
However, as the tests progressed in the two laboratories,
enough other significant parameters affecting the outcome
were found for a given generator, so that the generator
variations became less significant, and the final conclusions
cover a range of parameters rather than a single threshold

value. This finding does not affect the conclusion that a
pragmatic range of surge levels can be identified, beyond
whichhigh bulb failurerates would become noticeable(which
historicallythey have not been),thus providinga realitycheck
on possible occurrence of frequent line-to-neutral surges.

2. Preliminary tests on 120-V bulbs

In these preliminal}'tests, first reportedin [3]and summarized
here,the test circuitused in the U.S. laboratory consisted of a
CombinationWavesurge generatorcapableof applying surges
to the light bulb which was powered through the back-filter
typically includedin commercialsurge generators. The phase
angle of surge applicationwith respectto the power ftequency
sine wave could be set at any value within 360 degrees.
Monitoring the event was performed by a multi-channel
digital oscilloscope with differential voltage probes.
Figures I, 2, 3, and 4 present oscillograms of the voltage
acrossan energized 120-V bulb and of the current flowing in
the bulb. Figure 1 shows a narrow window, commensurate
with the duration of the surge delivered by a 1.2/50 - 8/20 JiS
surge generator. We observe the chopping of the voltage
wave, typical of a gap sparkover, and the rise of the surge
current after the sparkover. The scale of the current trace
selected to record the surge (hundreds of amperes) does not
show the normal current (I A) in the bulb.l Observations
during this test include hearing a pinging noise and seeing a
bright flash of light, followedby darkness. After the test, the
filament can be seen broken at one or both its points of
attachment to the supporting connecting stems.
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Top trace: Voltage across bulb terminals, 200 V/div
Bottom trace: Current in bulb, 100 AIdiv
Sweep: 10 IJsldiv

Figure 1: Voltage and current in bulb during application
of a 1.2/50 ps - 8/20 ps surge, resulting in surge sparkover

J The measurements reported in this paper have been made with
instrumentation for which the combined uncertainty should not exceed
:r.5%to :1:6%.Given the process of applying the measurement results to
the failure levels of light bulbs exposed to environments with
characteristics that are at best known within an order of magnitude, this

level of uncertainty does not affect the practical conclusions.
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Top trace: Voltage across bulb terminals,200 VIdiv
Bottom trace: Current inbulb,100 AJdiv

Sweep: 5 msldiv

Figure 2: Voltage and current in bulb during application
of a 1.2/50- 8120ps surgeat 300,withsurgesparkover but
no power-frequency flashover

Figure 2 was recorded (with a new bulb) with a longer window
than Figure 1, so as to display three full cycles of the power
frequency. At that sweep rate, the surge is no longer resolved,
and its apparent peak shown on the trace may be lower than
the actual peak because not enough data samples are collected
around the peak. However, the timing of the surge, not its
amplitude is what is important in this figure. The surge event
appears as a voltage spike and a current spike, followed by
return to practically normal voltage and no visible large power-
frequency current.

Figure 3 shows for the same bulb as that of Figure 2 the events
during a subsequent shot under the same conditions. At first,
after the surge, the pattern is identical to Figure 2. Then,
suddenly, a pulse of power-frequency current appears, with a
large amplitude - the source of the observed flash. We
believe that it is this current that causes the burn-out of the

filament, not the "trigger" surge. The randomness of the
process of igniting the power arc is such that in the case of
Figure 2, the power arc was not ignited, while in the
subsequent surge application on the same bulb (Figure 3) and
in the same conditions, the power arc was ignited, resulting in
burn-out of the filament - a threshold situation.
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Top trace: Voltage across bulb terminals, 200 VIdiv
Bottom trace: Current in bulb, 100 AJdiv
Sweep: 5msldiv

Figure 3: Voltage and current in bulb during application
of a 1.2/50- 8120ps surge at 300, resultingin surgespark-
over, with delayed two-pulse power-frequency Oashover
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Toptrace: Voltageacrossbulbterminals,200 VIdiv
Bottom trace: Current in bulb, 100 AJdiv

Sweep: 5 msldiv

Figure 4: Voltage and current in bulb during application
of a 1.2/50- 8120ps surge at 00, with surge sparkover and
delayed single-pulse power-frequency Oashover

As further evidence, Figure 4 shows the process (in a new
bulb)when the surge was appliedat 00, requiringmore energy
forultimatelyignitingthe power-frequencyflashover. At zero
degrees,there is the least power-frequencyvoltage to ignite a
power arc. Figure 4 shows the last of a seven-shot sequence
in which the first applied surge had an amplitude of 1200 V.
The applied surge was then raised in 100-V steps to 1500 V,
stillwith pinging heard but no fatal power-frequency arc. To
explorethe hypothesisthat the filamentmight be burned out by
the surge energy, we held the surge at 1500 V for the next
three shots. Only the lastof the three triggered the fatal flash-
over, recorded in Figure 4. At that level of energy deposited
by the surge, enough plasma was generated in the path of the
surge currentto eventuallyignitethe power-frequency arc, but
for that shot it had to wait until the power-frequency voltage
had reached its peak, again indicating a threshold situation.

To conclude this summary of preliminary findings, Table 1
shows the relationship between the timing of the surge with
respect to the sine wave and the minimum peak amplitude of
the surge sufficient to trigger ignition of the power-frequency
arc. When the surge is applied at 90 degrees (the peak of the
sine wave, making immediate ignition of the power arc
easiest),a surge of 800 V is sufficientto trigger the power arc.
At zero degrees,the surge must be raisedto 1500 V to produce
sufficient plasma to result in a subsequent power-frequency
arc. The phenomena are of course subject to the statistical
variations of sparkover.

The values shown in Table 1 are the lowest of several tests
perfonned on a total of 20 bulbs of the same manufacturer,
rated 100W, replicating the test at several timing angles. At
and near 90 degrees, the values were identical, at and near
zero degres, there was up to 200 V difference among tests.
There is not enough space in this paper for reporting in detail
our seriesof experiments(involvingseveral hundred bulbs) on
other manufacturers and other watt ratings. These produced
similarresults,so that our inferences are not based on just the
20 bulbs tested under the conditions of Table 1.

Table 1: Relationship between timing angle of the
Combination Wave surge and tbeshold amplitude

necessary to produce fatal power-frequency flashover

Angle of surge 0 15 30 45 90 135 150 165
application

Open-circuit

voltage setting 14001100900 800 800 800 850 1100
of generator M
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3. Comparative tests at two laboratories

One of the motivations for comparing the tests at two
laboratories was that preliminmy data indicated some possible
behavior differences between 120- V bulbs and 230- V bulbs,
as well as some differences in the laboratory facilities and
procedures. To alleviate this uncertainty, researchers on both
sides of the Atlantic joined forces, hence the multinational
authorship of this paper. As mentioned in the introduction, we
started out with the goal of exact replication in the two
laboratories: lamps from the same manufacturing batches,
generators with similar characteristics, and power-ftequency
supplies with comparable available fault current.

However, practical limitations of available equipment and
resources made that goal elusive. Instead, we then focused on
identifying similarities in general behavior rather than identical
numerical results. We also recognized that many independent
parameters would affect the numerical results. Since our goal
was to find the range of threshold values where failures begin
to occur, our main concern became one of confirming the
initial hypothesis that the failure was triggered by a surge and
thus provide insights on the surge characteristics at the
threshold of bulb failures. With that narrower goal, we made
some side experiments by changing the parameters to develop
a set of anecdotes, allowing us to identify the most significant
parameters of the surges, and thus make inferences on their
(limited) occurrence in the real world, given the absence of
endemic bulb failures.

3.1 Influencing parameters

The influencing parameters that we considered involve lamp
characteristics, surge characteristics, and power-frequency
supply characteristics. The list below is given as an indication
of the possible complexity of a comprehensive experiment -
which was not our goal - as well as an invitation to other
researchers who might be interested in lamp behavior. Clearly
that level of detail is not in the scope of an EMC concern, and
we will not give it much space, save for a few intriguing
observations.

Lamp characteristics
Geometry (axial or longitudinal, straight or c-shaped filament);
Base position (up, down, horizontal);
Nature of the gas fill (breakdown tendency);
Temperature gradient near the filament;
Characteristics of the fuse contained in the stem.
Surge characteristics
Waveform (peak, duration, Combination or Ring Wave);
Source impedance (ability to deposit energy in the arc);
Timing with respect to power-frequency sinewave.
Power-frequency supply
Voltage;
Available fault current (ability to establish stable arc).

3.2 Typical test results

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show typical recordings obtained at the
Austrian laboratoryduring applicationof a 1.2150J1S- 8/20 J1S
surge with a peak amplitudesufficientto produce a sparkover,
either immediately or after a short delay. (In the figures, the
surge peaks are not resolved at the millisecond sweep rate.)

In Figure 5, a 230-V bulb shows the occurrence of a single-
pulse of power-frequency flashover occurring immediately
afterthe surge sparkover. Figures6 and 7 show the occurrence
of a delayed flashoverwith a single or double pulse, similar to
the pattern for 120-V bulbs, respectively in Figures 4 and 3.

The peak values of the power-ftequencyflashover observed in
the Austrian laboratoryare differentfromthose obtained in the
u.S. laboratory because the available generators in the two
laboratories have different effective back-filter impedances.
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Toptrace: Voltageacross bulbterminals,1000VIdiv
Bottom trace: Current in bulb, 50 Aldiv
Sweep: 2.5msldiv

Figure 5: Voltage and current in 230-V bulb during appli-
cation of a 1.2/50 J1S- 8120fJSsurge at 90°. Surge spark-
over is followedimmediately by power-frequency flashover

Top trace: Voltageacross bulbterminals,500 V/div
Bottom trace: Current in bulb, 50 Aldiv
Sweep: 2ms/div

Figure 6: Voltage and current in 120-V bulb during appli-
cation of a 1.2/50 J1S- 8120fJSsurge at 90°. Surge spark-
over and delayed one-pulse power-frequency flashover

Toptrace: Voltageacrossbulbterminals,500 V/div
Bottomtrace: Currentin bulb, 20 Aldiv
Sweep: 2.5 msldiv

Figure 7: Voltage and current in 120-V bulb during appli-
cation of a 1.2/50 J1S- 8/20 J1Ssurge at 350 0. Surge spark-
over and delayed two-pulse power-frequency flashover
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Table 2 showsa summaI)'of test resultsobtainedin the
Austrian and U.S. laboratories for 120-V bulbs and 230-V
bulbs, under various parameters of surge application. These
results show some differences in the thresholds for the tests
conducted on the same type of bulbs.

Table 2 - Comparison of results
from Austrian and U.S. laboratories

The differences in the threshold levels observed for the two
types oflamps shown in Table 2 are likely the results of many
parameters, as listed in paragraph 3.1. One is probably the
filament configuration. In the 120-V, 100-W bulbs, the
filament is a 22 mm long straight section strung between the
two stems, with a single support at mid-span which does not
affect the straight line aspect. This configuration offers the
easiest path for a sparkover to occur. In the 230-V, 100-W
bulbs, the 25 mm long filament has a shallow c-shape obtained
by two intermediate supports that deflect the filament from a
straight line between the two stems. This configuration creates
a slightly longer path than that of the 120-V bulbs. In a few
anecdotal tests on a 120-V 40-W bulb which has a 40 mm long
horseshoe shape, we found that sparkover occurs along the
filament or straight ftom stem to stem, typically about 4000 V.

Another possible reason for the higher threshold voltages
found in the Austrian laboratory using its "Combination Wave"
generator might be that its source impedance is 24 n,
compared to the Combination Wave generator used in the U.S.
laboratory,with its conventional 2 Q source impedance. The
difference will be in the surge current following sparkover,
creatingless plasma in the case of the Austrianlaboratory, and
therefore requiring a higher surge voltage to ignite the
flashover. Nevertheless, oscillograms show similar patterns.

4. High-speed video observations

On the basis of the os cillo grams, the most likely mechanism
which we could propose was that a sparkover occurs when a
surge of sufficient voltage amplitude is applied, producing an
ionized path which enables the much lower power-frequency
voltage to initiate an arc. In turn, this arc would produce
enough heat at its point of attachment to cause local melting
of the filament. During discussions with colleagues, other
possible mechanisms were mentioned, such as a local melting
of the filament caused by the surge current alone, mechanical
shock on the hot filament, and the possibility that the reigni-
tions of the power-frequency arc, such as that of Figure 2 and
7 might be associated with a broken filament that would
oscillate and sweep by the stem close enough for a reignition.

In an attempt to settle this uncertainty, we obtained a high-
speed video system consisting of two image converters, a
digital acquisition memory, display monitor, and video
recorder. The image converters had a capability of 1000 full
ftames per second, with the possibility of multiple scans of a
limited field during the 1 ms basic full-ftame scan time.
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Figure 8 shows the arrangement of the two converters, with the
left converter (L) controlled to perform four scans limited to
the filament area, and the right (R) converter controlled to
perform a full-frame view of the filament and fuse contained
in the base stem of the bulb. The recording system was
triggered by a signal from the surge generator, providing the
beginning of the recording a few milliseconds before the surge,
and lasting about 100 ms after the surge.

Figure 8: Arrangement of image converters to scan spark-
over and flashover limited to the f'dament (L) and a full
frame (R) including the base where the fuse is located

With this arrangement, recordings such as those shown in
Figure9 and FigUre10were obtained. As an example of many
oscilloscope recordings, Figure 9 shows the electrical record
of the failure of a 230- V, 100- W bulb triggered by a 100 kHz
Ring Wave applied 60 electrical degrees after the zero
crossing. At time Tl, sparkover of the filament occurs,
accompanied in this case by immediate flashover of the power
frequency arc, which rises to a first peak at T2, about 2.3 ms
after its beginning. At that time, the current is throttled while
the voltage increases sharply, indicating operation of the fuse.
The fuse does not force a currentzero at time T3, but allows a
second peak of current at time T4, before decaying to a naturaI
current zero at time T5.

Thistype of oscilloscoperecording was the only one that was
available until the video system was obtained. From such
oscillogramswe couldonly draw speculativeinferenceson the
mechanism and behaviour, hence the motivation to enhance
our tests by video recording. Figure 9 shows the voltage
across the lamp terminals (top trace) and the current through
the lamp(bottom trace). With the sweep set to cover 2 cycles
of the power frequency,neither the surge voltage nor the surge
current are resolved in this oscillogram. In this test series
performedafter the preliminaIyseries, a separate oscilloscope
with faster sweepwas used to record the surge voltage and the
surge current, as was done in the case of Figure 1. To
conservespace,these surge recordings are not shown here, but
the peak values of the resultingsparkovervoltages recorded by
the second oscilloscope are listed in Table 2 in the column
"Typicalthreshold".

We now will examine in Figure 10, opposite page, four
frames of video recording corresponding to the electrical
record of Figure 9. The left half of the screen shows four
scans from converter L of Figure 8, proceeding from top to
bottom and each scanned in 250 f.1s. The right side of the
screen shows the full frame, scanned over a period of 1 ms.
The timing of the frame is shown in the lower right comer of
the picture, such as "ET + 0000000010" which indicates the
1 ms window during which the surge was initiated. Other
descriptivedata in the margins are not significant to our story.
Figure 10shows the four ftames respectively in the sequence
from top to bottom for 0-1 ms; 1-2 ms; 2-3 ms; and 4-5 ms.

Austrian Laborotory u.s. Laboratory

Lamp Sl.rgetype e TypicaJ Surgetype Typical
Type Scuce imp. threshold Scuce irrp. threshold

Combination 90 Ii00V Combination 90 800V
120V 240 30 1400V 20 30 ISOOV
100W

90 I600V RingWave 90 2100VRingWiNe
220 60 2600V 120

230V Combination 90 2200 Vt Combination 90 1800V
100W 240 60 2800V 100

t=75W RingWiNe 90 3100V RingWiNe 90 2200 V-
-=40 W 220 300
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Top trace: Voltageacrossbulb terminal,200VIdiv
Bottomtrace: Currentin bulb,20 Aldiv
Sweep: 5 msldiv

Figure 9: Failure of a 230-V, 100-W bulb triggered by a
100 kHz Ring Wave applied at 30°, showing fuse operation

In the first ftame, 0-1 ms, the Ring Wave sparkover is not
visible because of its relatively low intensity/duration. The
first 250-flSscan (top) of the left side shows only the filament
glow. Starting with the second scan, the beginning of the
flashover (time TI in Figure 9) is visible, while the right side
scan, adjusted for less sensitivity, only shows the filament
glow without the flashover beginning.

In the secondframe, the flashovergrowth is visibleon the four
left scans (TI- T2 in Figure 9), while the right scan now has
enough light integrated over the full I ms time to show the
flashover.

In the third frame, the first two (top) left scans still show the
flashover around the filament, but the last two (bottom) scans
show the flashover current being starved as the fuse in the
lamp base begins to operate and transfers the current to the
space around the fuse. This corresponds to the time T2- T3 in
Figure 9. The right side scan shows the beginning of the glow
in the base of the lamp as the current around the fuse grows.

In the fourth frame, the four left scans show the filament still
glowing, but unchanged (not yet broken), while the right scan
shows the integrated glow of the fuse operation, corresponding
to the time interval T4- T5 of Figure 9.

These four fiames, typical of many others recorded during our
experiments, clearly show the mechanism of a flashover at the
power-frequency current, and in this particular test sequence,
the operation of the fuse in the base of the bulb. Other records
taken with different light sensitivity show an intense glow near
the connection of the filament, where the arc is concentrated
at its point of attachment (the cathode hot spot) while the path
around the filament is more diffuse. The concentrated heat

near the point of attachment eventually causes a local melting
of the filament. In other records, the filament is then seen
separating from the stem and slowly falling in the time fiame
of about 20-50 ms after the flashover.
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Figure 10: Sequence of flashover and fuse operation
corresponding to the oscillogram of Figure 9
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5. Discussion

Observation of the failure mechanisms and the levels of surges
necessary to trigger the fatal power-frequency flashover as
recorded in the two laboratories are consistent with each other

and point out that a two-stage process is involved at lower
amplitudes of the impinging surge, as shown by the video
recordings and inspection of the oscillograms.

When the surge current ceases, and after some variable delay
influenced by the instantaneous voltage of the power system
voltage at that time, a flashover fed from the power-frequency
source occurs along the path pre-ionized by the surge plasma.

It is noteworthy that the path along the filament is longer than
the clearance between the two stems as they emerge from the
glass envelope at the base of the bulb and yet the sparkover
and the flashover occur at the longer (but hotter) clearance
along the filament. By comparison, we found that a surge
sparkover in a cold bulb which is not energized occurs for a
much higher surge level, typically in the order of5 kV to 6 kV,
and that sparkover in that case does not occur near the filament
but at the point where the metal stems emerge from the glass
base, the shortest clearance.

According to this understanding of the mechanism, we can
expect that a surge with a different waveform, the 100-kHz
Ring Wave for instance, would require a different level to
produce a sufficient amount of plasma necessary for ignition
of the power-frequency arc. This is indeed the case as seen in
Table 2. Applying the 100-kHz Ring Wave, sparkover can
occur for open-circuit levels as high as 3 kV (pinging is heard)
but without the following power-frequency flashover. Thus,
the assessment of the surge environment severity given by the
thresholds of bulb failure not only tracks the amplitude of the
surge but also its waveform. There is a blessing as well as a
curse in this situation: the assessment we can obtain reflects

the energy-delivery capability of the surge as well as the peak
voltage level of the surge. The two are not separable and thus
the information remains imprecise, but still valuable as giving
an indication of the severity of the surge environment.

This application of bulb failure levels to assess the surge
environment must be made with the understanding that it rests
on observations of in-use failure rates, a common experience
to millions of users, noted before the proliferation of surge-
protective devices (SPDs). Nowadays, the observed surges in
low-voltage power systems are much lower than the threshold
levels identified in this paper for bulb failures because of this
proliferation ofSPDs [4], [5].

It should also be noted that this assessment is limited to the

surges occuning in the line-to-neutral mode at the location of
the bulb. Depending upon the neutral grounding practices of
the installation, surges impinging at the service entrance will
propagate toward the victim light bulb in different manners.
In the U.S. practice, where the neutral and earth conductors are
bonded at the service entrance, a surge impinging from the
power system in the common mode is converted into a differ-
ential mode, that is, a line-to-neutral surge is always applied to
the bulb. In some countries where the service entrance bond

is not present, an impinging surge in the common mode
remains as such as it propagates within the house wiring, and
thus the stress applied to the bulb from an external surge, such
as a lightning-induced surge, may have different consequences
for the light bulb. This point is important and should serve as
a reminder of the significant differences in the effectiveness of
surge-protection schemes according to the grounding practices
in use among different countries.
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6. Conclusions

Light bulbsfailures levels and mechanism

1. Theprincipal failuremode of light bulbs involves a power-
frequencyflashovertriggered by the surge which produces
a sparkover and sufficient plasma around its path to ignite
an arc fed by the power-frequency source. This arc then
melts the filament at its point of attachment. High-speed
video recordings confirm tentative conclusions derived
from observation of the current and voltage oscillograms.

3. The surge level necessary to trigger the power-frequency
flashover depends on the phase angle of the surge with
respect to the power-frequency sine wave. When applied
near the peak voltage, the necessary voltage may be less
than 1000 V peak for an 8/20 surge. When applied near
zero crossing, the necessary voltage may be twice that
sufficient near the peak.

4. Tests performed at two different laboratories show good
agreement on the mechanism, with some differences
attributable to some differences in the surge generators
which could not be matched exactly. Such a difference
serves to show that the phenomenon covers a range of
thresholds, not a single sharp value.

5. For surgeswith high energy delivery capability,such as the
1.2/50-8/20 J1sCombination Wave, typical 120-V bulbs
experience failures with surges as low as 800 V under the
most sensitive phase angle of timing. For typical 230-V
bulbs, the corresponding level is as low as 1800 V.

6. For surges with low energy delivery capability, such as the
100 kHz Ring Wave, typical 120-V bulbs experience
failures with surges as low as 2100 V under the most
sensitive phase angle of timing. For typical 230-V bulbs,
the level at the most sensitive time is as low as 2200 V.

Application to standards on the surge environment

Knowledgeof failuremechanismsof light bulbs and the levels
at which failure occurs in a surge environment brings a sense
of perspectiveand helps developing realisticassessment of the
surge environment because surge-induced failures are rare.
Fromthis assessment,proposed standards for performanceand
applicationof surge-protectivedevices can be reconciled with
reality and avoid under- or over-specification of the devices.
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